full album at: http://picasaweb.google.com/112708167355734391342/Bhimashankar#

roadtrip bhimashankar
http://thedragonrides.blogspot.com
On the second Saturday of June, I had agreed

to join Avish &
Rahul on what
sounded like an
exciting 477kms
round trip to
Bhimashankar.
Woke at 3.30am
and was on my
writing things
when I thought
of checking my
mobile (if you
wondering, and
am not one of
these people who are lost
unless they can feel the
heat from their moby).
DD had sent a txt last
night on a ride to Tansa
Wildlife Sanctuary, I wish
I had looked at the phone
before I turned
in for bed. I am
sure Avish &
Rahul would
have enjoyed
DD's ride also.
Speaking to DD
we tried to coordination our
connections
though already
committed to our
respective meet
points at the
opposite ends of
Mumbai. Alas
no response from my
boys, still in slumber.
Waited at Vashi, by the
time Avish turned up, we
were too far behind to
catch up with Deepak.
We stopped in Khopoli
and then just before
joining the expressway at
Lonavala to takes
captures of the clouds
hanging mid-range
leaving the hill tops
exposed.
Made fairly good progress
along the Pune-Nashik
highway. Around 2.00pm
stopped to fill our bellies
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at a place called
Nisarg.
I dumped my
backpack and
took my camera
for external pics.
Avish got pally
with the owner
and must have
told him we
were from
Mumbai. By the
time I had got
back, the word
was out that a
camera crew was
visiting their
place looking for
new faces for an
upcoming
bollywood
movie. Staff
were loitering
with the intent to
have their photos
taken.
There was a very
persistent and
tenacious was
the dishwasher.
She was loitering
around Rahul
and Aviskar (I
thought she was
looking for a
date)
She wouldnt go
away until I had
taken her pictures. As you
can see, here is a woman
who has found her
vocation in life.
Having, dined and rested
we moved towards
Bhimashankar. I think by
now Rahul and Avish were
getting a little nervous by
the advances from the
Bollywood Idol,
We went through a jungle
area where Avish claimed
he saw a snake, Rahul shot
a large colourful centipede,
both made very good
impersonations of
monkeys. In fact they were
so good that I couldnt tell
the difference when we
came across some real ones
at Bhimashankar!
Whilst all this was going
on, I did the biker thing

and shot pics of
Dragon which I
wont bore you
with in this. But,
she has never
looked so dirty.
Hit Bhimashankar around
4.00pm and spent an hour
or two at the site.
We walked down to the
temple deciding not to go
inside seeing the
queues. There
was an hour wait
to reach the end.
I gave Rahul my
camera and he
went shooting
any that moved
or didnt.
The way back up
the steps to our
bikes wasnt fun
for me, (puff,
pant and buckets
of sweat!) I am
just not cut out to
be a trekker
I got to see a real
monkey mummy
carrying her baby
clutched to her
underbelly.
A squirrel eyed
up a discarded
corn on the cob
and was caught
on camera taking
it back to its nest.
Whilst waiting
for the boys to
arrive, I watched
some of the valley marbles
tournament.
The way back home was
through Junnar. onto the
NH222 at Malshej Ghat.
The return journey took
about 6hrs but a very
interesting ride
through rough
single track
roads, small
villages, over
mountainous regions with some super
landscapes.
So enjoyable in fact the we wondered why
we didnt come this way instead of via
Khopoli in the morning. Definitely worth
another run up to the neck of the woods.
The final shot came at the insistence of
Avish, night shot just before we hit NH222.

